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Introduction
As a digital repository for the nation’s great research libraries, HathiTrust (http://www.hathitrust.
org/) brings together the immense digital collections of partner institutions. As HathiTrust
makes every effort for the repository to conform to the characteristics of a Trusted Digital
Repository,13 a tremendous amount of work has gone into developing ingest functionalities
that analyze Submission Information Packages (SIPs) to determine that they meet a number of
WXERHEVHW8LIWXERHEVHWMRGPYHIXLIXIGLRMGEPEWTIGXWSJXLIHMKMXEPMQEKI½PIWMRE7-4 WYGLEW
resolution, well-formedness, compression type, color and bit depth), descriptive elements of
the SIP (including PREMIS preservation metadata and image header metadata), and structural
QIXEHEXEXLEXI\TPEMR[LEXXLIHMKMXEPMQEKI½PIWVITVIWIRXERHEPPS[WSJX[EVIXSSPWXSHMWTPE]
the images correctly.
Initially, the majority of SIPs being deposited into HathiTrust were books that had been digiXM^IHF]+SSKPI-RG8LIWTIGM½GEXMSRW+SSKPIYWIWMRMXWHMKMXM^EXMSRTEGOEKI[IVI[SVOIH
out collaboratively with Google library partners, resulting in a tightly controlled technical and
descriptive SIP.The validation environment employed in HathiTrust was developed around the
ingest of book packages digitized by Google and other sources, checking for agreed upon qualities. For some time, this ingest process has worked well in verifying SIPs against set standards,
allowing content into the repository when compliant, and reporting when something failed.
8LIGPSWIVIPEXMSRWLMTFIX[IIR+SSKPI´WWXERHEVHWERHXLI,EXLM8VYWXMRKIWXZIVM½GEXMSRTVSGess made perfect sense when the majority of SIPs were in a single format coming from a single
source. However, the scope of digitization at HathiTrust partner institutions is much broader,
as the University of Michigan Library seeks to incorporate time-based media, initially audio,
into the repository. Thus, expanding the capabilities of HathiTrust to preserve and provide access to these materials was a logical, and highly desirable, direction to pursue.
Project overview
The audio digitization project at the University of Michigan Library originated out of the realization of the fragility of the various recordings in Library collections, the increasing obsolesGIRGISJXLIXIGLRSPSK]RIIHIHXSTPE]XLIJSVQEXWERHQSWXWMKRM½GERXP]XLIHIWMVIXSTVIserve the unique items that are a part of the Library’s collections. The majority of libraries in
the University Library system have sound recordings in their collections. Of these collections,
the majority are published commercial recordings. Therefore, digitization and digital preservation would be desired only for the unique items of high research value, and would not be performed systematically. The libraries with particularly valuable sound recordings are the Special
Collections Library and the Music Library. Beginning in 2007, their collections were examined
and the working group conducted preliminary research on audio preservation. The audio collections were prioritized for preservation based on the research value of the information held
on the recordings, as well as the format and physical condition of the recordings.
Collection managers and the Library’s Department of Preservation and Conservation contacted the Library Dean’s group in early 2008 to solicit support for an audio digitization project. In
the FY 2009-2010 budget, funding was provided for a pilot digitization project and a year-long
term position was created in July 2009 to lead the organization and execution of the project.
As the Library planned to digitize a small number of recordings, the working group decided
against purchasing digitization equipment, as the expertise necessary to operate them was not
available or too costly to obtain. The group instead drafted a Request for Proposal (RFP) and

13 86%'  8VYWX[SVXL]6ITSWMXSVMIW%YHMX 'IVXM½GEXMSR'VMXIVMEERH'LIGOPMWX'IRXIVJSV6IWIEVGL
0MFVEVMIWERH3'0'LXXT[[[GVPIHYWMXIWHIJEYPX½PIWEXXEGLQIRXWTEKIWXVEGCTHJ
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put the audio digitization project out to bid in October 2009.
Developing the RFP for audio digitization involved an in-depth examination of the current
standards and best practice s in audio digitization and digital audio preservation. Several
sources were consulted, including IASA TC0314 and TC04,15 Sound Directions,16 and CDP Best
Practices documentation.17 The group also examined project documentation from Columbia
University’s audio digitization project, and from other universities and institutions.18 A set of
XIGLRMGEPWTIGM½GEXMSRWJSVXLITMPSXEYHMSHMKMXM^EXMSRTVSNIGX[IVIHIGMHIHYTSR
 &VSEHGEWX;EZI*SVQEX &;* ½PI
 96 kHz sampling rate
 24-bit sampling size
 4VIWIVZEXMSR1EWXIV*MPI ERYRTVSGIWWIH¾EXXVERWJIV 
 Production Master File (some post-processing/clean-up of sound)
 Access copy (on audio CD)
 Metadata (forthcoming Audio Engineering Society (AES) technical

in a METS wrapper, including Dublin Core and PREMIS events.

metadata standards

;LMPI HIZIPSTMRK XLI XIGLRMGEP WTIGM½GEXMSRW XLI LMKLIWX TVMSVMX] [EW GVIEXMRK ER%VGLMZEP
Information Package (AIP) that would preserve essential audio information and its associated
metadata in the HathiTrust repository. However, throughout the planning and development of
this project a number of challenges were encountered.
Problems faced
The HathiTrust shared digital repository was designed to validate, ingest, store, and provide
EGGIWWXSHMKMXEPXI\XERHMQEKI½PIW8LMWTVSNIGXMWXLI½VWXMRWXERGISJXMQIFEWIHQIHMEWYGL
EWEYHMSFIMRKWXSVIHMRXLIVITSWMXSV];LMPIXLI0MFVEV]KEZI½RERGMEPWYTTSVXXSXLITVSNIGX
obstacles still existed. First, standards and best practices for digital audio preservation are still
being developed. Second, many of the technical, structural, and descriptive characteristics of the
audio content did not match the previously developed standards for materials in HathiTrust.
%HHMXMSREPP]XLITLMPSWSTLMIWFILMRHXLIGYVVIRXWTIGM½GEXMSRWJSVXI\XERHMQEKIWERHXLI
HIWMVIHWTIGM½GEXMSRWJSVEYHMS[IVIHMJJIVIRXERHEXXMQIWHMJ½GYPXXSVIGSRGMPI
3RITVSFPIQJEGIH[EWXLIPEGOSJ[IPPHIZIPSTIHERH[MHIP]EHSTXIHWTIGM½GEXMSRWJSVHMKMtizing and preserving digital audio.While there has been much development in this area, we had
to rely more on best practices and locating a critical mass of institutions doing the same type
of work, instead of relying on published standards. Acquiring institutional buy-in was therefore
QSVIHMJ½GYPXEWEPEVKIWIXSJWXERHEVHW[EWRSXEZEMPEFPIXSNYWXMJ]SYVWTIGM½GEXMSRW
In addition to lacking established digitization standards, metadata standards for digital audio
are also nascent. There have been previous attempts to develop metadata schemas (Library
of Congress Audio Technical Metadata Schema, New York Public Library Rodgers and
Hammerstein Archives data dictionary), but it was felt that what was available was not adequate for capturing all the information that was desirable to collect and preserve. Both the
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International Association of Sound and Audiovisual Archives and Dietrich Schüller. The Safeguarding of the Audio
Heritage: Ethics, Principles and Preservation Strategy ([Canberra] IASA Technical Committee, 2005).
International Association of Sound and Audiovisual Archives and Kevin Bradley. IASA-TC04 Guidelines on the
Production and Preservation of Digital Audio Objects: Standards, Recommended Practices and Strategies ([Canberra]: IASA Technical Committee, 2009).
Mike Casey and Bruce Gordon, Sound Directions: Best Practices for Audio Preservation ([Bloomington]: Indiana
University ; [Cambridge]: Harvard University, 2007).
CDP Digital Audio Working Group. Digital Audio Best Practices (2006).
Columbia University Libraries Oral History Audio Preservation Project, accessed October 24, 2010, https://
www1.columbia.edu/sec/cu/libraries/bts/mellon_audio/index.html.
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technical and process history metadata for digital audio is more detailed than for what is currently implemented in HathiTrust for text and images. The team examined metadata used in
other projects, including the Library of Congress schema and NYPL data dictionary, and opted
to use the forthcoming Audio Engineering Society (AES) metadata schemas. While the AES
WGLIQEWEVIRSX½REPXLI]EVIGIVXEMRP]XLIQSWXGSQTVILIRWMZI8LIRI\XGLEPPIRKI[EWXS
incorporate information described in these schemas and other essential metadata elements
into a METS document, including descriptive and preservation metadata about the recordings.
As this document would include substantially different information than the METS for other
,EXLM8VYWXTEGOEKIWGLERKIW[SYPHFIVIUYMVIHXSXLIMRKIWXTVSGIWWXLEXZIVM½IWMRJSVQEXMSR
sent to the repository.
-X[EWTEVXMGYPEVP]HMJ½GYPXXSFEPERGIEWXVSRKHIWMVIJSVGSRWMWXIRG]MRVITSWMXSV]TEGOEKIW
with what were considered proper digital audio preservation practices.As current digital preservation practices for audio and textual materials differ, there was hesitation in adopting what
[IVIGSRWMHIVIHETTVSTVMEXIHMKMXEPTVIWIVZEXMSRWTIGM½GEXMSRWJSVXLIHMKMXEPEYHMSQEXIVMEPWMR,EXLM8VYWX*SVI\EQTPIXLIVI[EWGSRGIVREFSYXXLIRYQFIVERHWM^ISJHMKMXEP½PIW
preserved for each AIP. Storing a production master in addition to preservation master was
not the practice for text and image packages in the repository. For digital audio materials, it is
considered good practice to store a preservation master, which is an uncorrected capture of
the original recording. The preservation master can be re-processed in the future, instead of a
WMRKPITVSGIWWMRKWIWWMSRTIVQERIRXP]HIXIVQMRMRKXLIEYHMSHEXEMRXLIEVGLMZEP½PI-XMWEPWS
considered good practice to store a production master that includes post-processing, such
as normalization and some sound clean-up, with the goal of clarifying the information on the
VIGSVHMRK;MXLSYXORS[MRKXLIEYHMSUYEPMX]SJXLIVIGSVHMRKWMX[EWHMJ½GYPXXSWE][LIXLIV
or not post-processing would be a vital part of the project, or if the production masters would
FIWMKRM½GERXP]HMJJIVIRXJVSQXLITVIWIVZEXMSRQEWXIVW8LIWIGSRGIVRWQEHIWXSVMRKFSXL
preservation and production masters for the pilot project especially important to the project
team.
The HathiTrust repository software uses server-side processing to create access derivatives
that are displayed to users as they interact with book packages via a Web browser. Therefore,
XLIWIEGGIWW½PIWEVIRSXWXSVIHEPSRK[MXLXLISXLIV½PIWMRXLIMRHMZMHYEPFSSOTEGOEKIW*SV
audio, the original intention was to store an access master in the repository in mp3 format in
addition to the preservation and production masters. However, access methods for streaming
audio and displaying metadata to end-users via the HathiTrust Web interface did not exist, and
were not a part of the pilot project. Without streaming access a decision about a method for
giving users access to the content had to be made. As copyright is a potential issue with some
collections, having streaming access was not a priority for the pilot until more work could be
done to ascertain copyright status for these recordings. Although streaming access was not a
task outlined in the pilot project, the lack of these methods has delayed ingest of digital audio
SIPs because of the inability to actually provide the information to users.
-REHHMXMSRXSRSXQEXGLMRKI\MWXMRKVITSWMXSV]GSRZIRXMSRWWXSVMRKX[SWIXWSJ&;*½PIWTIV
AIP created issues related to repository storage space. While the average size of a text AIP
is around 50 MB, the average size of an audio AIP for one hour of content captured at a 96
kHz sampling rate, and 24-bit depth is expected to be at least 4 GB (2 GB per hour-long BWF
½PIIEGLJSVTVIWIVZEXMSRERHTVSHYGXMSRQEWXIVTPYWXLIQYGLWQEPPIVQT½PIW %YHMSMW
therefore more costly to store than the digital book packages currently stored in HathiTrust.
,S[IZIVE½RMXIRYQFIVSJYRMUYIVIGSVHMRKWEVIXSFIHMKMXM^IHERHEW]WXIQEXMGHMKMXM^EXMSR
of the entire collections of the Library is not planned. It is hoped that this will lead to controlled and manageable storage costs.
As there was little institutional experience or expertise in the digitization and digital preservaXMSRSJEYHMSXLIVI[EWRSI\MWXMRK[SVO¾S[MRTPEGIXSKYMHIXLITVSNIGX%HHMXMSREPP]XLI
HMJJIVIRGIWFIX[IIRFSSOERHEYHMSJSVQEXWQIERXXLEXXLI[SVO¾S[YWIHJSVZIRHIHFSSO
HMKMXM^EXMSRGSYPHRSXFIIEWMP]EHETXIHXSEYHMSQEXIVMEPW(IXIVQMRMRKXLI[SVO¾S[JSV[LEX
[SYPHSGGYV[LIRHMKMXEPEYHMS½PIW[IVIVIGIMZIHJVSQZIRHSVW[EWHMJ½GYPXXSIWXEFPMWLERH
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MWWXMPPRSX½REPM^IH;LMPIHMKMXEPEYHMS½PIW[MPPYRHIVKSXLIWEQISVWMQMPEVIZIRXWEWMQEKI
½PIWMXXSSOXMQIXSGSQIXSEHIGMWMSRSRXLITEXLXLI½PIW[SYPHXEOIERH[LEXTVSKVEQW
they would be run through en route to being ingested into the repository.
'VIEXMRK MRKIWX ERH ZEPMHEXMSR QIXLSHW JSV XLMW [SVO¾S[ EPWS TVIWIRXIH HMJ½GYPXMIW EW XLI
current routines were built completely around images and Google-based content and could
not be easily adapted for audio. While models existed, entire new processes had to be creEXIHXSTVSGIWWERHZEPMHEXIEYHMS½PIW8LMWMRZSPZIHWIPIGXMRK[LEXGLEVEGXIVMWXMGWSJXLI½PIW
[IVIXSFIZEPMHEXIHWYGLEW½PIJSVQEXEW[IPPEW[LEXQIXEHEXEZEPYIW[IVIVIUYMVIHMRXLI
AES schemas, such as sampling rate and size.The characteristics to be validated were selected
FEWIHSRXLIXIGLRMGEPWTIGM½GEXMSRWJSVEYHMSHMKMXM^EXMSR8LIXIGLRMGEPGLEVEGXIVMWXMGWSZIVEPP
ZEPMHMX]ERH[IPPJSVQIHRIWWSJXLI½PIWGSYPHFIZEPMHEXIHF]XLIGYVVIRXQIXLSHWIQTPS]IH
in HathiTrust, but the additional (automated) validation processes for the metadata needed
additional programming.
Solutions developed
To overcome these challenges, the team developed a number of solutions and compromises
for ingesting audio packages into the repository. Stakeholders of both the repository and the
project participated in several meetings in order to come to a compromise on how audio
would be stored in the repository.
The AIP structure for audio was based on best practices for audio found in Sound Directions.
8LI%-4MRGPYHIWXLITVIWIVZEXMSRERHTVSHYGXMSRQEWXIVWERHE1)87½PIXLEXMRGPYHIWHIWGVMTXMZI XIGLRMGEP TVSZIRERGI ERH WXVYGXYVEP QIXEHEXE 3VMKMREPP] XLVII WIXW SJ EYHMS ½PIW
(preservation, production, access) were to be included in each preservation package, but instead a CD copy was used for access. Access masters will not be stored in the repository, as
they could be easily derived from the production master if a new CD was needed, or when
streaming delivery capabilities became available. Thus, only preservation and production masXIVW[MPPFIWXSVIHMRXLIVITSWMXSV]%X\X½PISJER]RSXIWQEHIEFSYXXLIXVERWJIVF]XLI
ZIRHSVMWMRGPYHIH[LMGLGERFILIPTJYPMRKMZMRKWTIGM½GMRJSVQEXMSREFSYXTVSFPIQWIRGSYRtered during the playback and capture of the audio, such as areas where the sound drops out
or is garbled. It is considered good digital preservation practice to use lossless compression
for compressing and storing digital audio. However there is still some concern about this due
XSXLIPEVKIWM^ISJXLI½PIWERHIQTPS]MRKEPSWW]GSQTVIWWMSRQIXLSHMWGYVVIRXP]MRHMWGYWsion.
%1)87HSGYQIRX[EWHIZIPSTIHXLEX[SYPH½XXLIRIIHWSJEYHMSGSRXIRX[LMPIWMQYPXERISYWP]QIIXMRKVITSWMXSV]WTIGM½GEXMSRW;LMPIXIGLRMGEPERHTVSGIWWLMWXSV] SVTVSZIRERGI 
metadata could be documented using the AES schemas, there were other types of metadata to
include in the METS document in each AIP. At the time the project began, descriptive metadata
was not included in the HathiTrust METS. Digitized books commonly had catalog records asWSGMEXIH[MXLXLIQERHMRWXIEHSJMRGPYHMRKEHIWGVMTXMZI<10WGLIQEWYGLEW1%6'<10XLI
METS document included a link to the catalog record. However, this descriptive metadata does
not exist for audio collections, as the majority are part of archival collections and extensive descriptive metadata has not been collected. Finding aids in Encoded Archival Description (EAD)
do exist for many of the collections, but there is no simple way to link the METS document
XSXLIWTIGM½GWSYRHVIGSVHMRK[MXLMRXLI½RHMRKEMH%HHMXMSREPP]ER]FMFPMSKVETLMGVIGSVHWMR
the Library’s catalog are for the entire collection and linking to them would not be especially
useful. Including descriptive metadata in METS was therefore a necessity. A local database was
already in the process of being created for project and item tracking, so it was employed to
record basic descriptive information. This is then exported and transformed to create Dublin
'SVIQIXEHEXEMR<10JSVXLI1)87HSGYQIRX
PREMIS preservation metadata also needed to be included in the HathiTrust METS document
for audio, as was the practice with book materials. It was decided that audio would use the
WEQITVIWIVZEXMSRIZIRXWMRYWIJSVXI\XYEPQEXIVMEPW8LIWIMRGPYHIGETXYVI½\MX]GLIGOQIW-
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sage digest calculation, validation and ingest.Additionally, the team considered including preserZEXMSRIZIRXWJSVQSVIWTIGM½GIZIRXWWYGLEWTSWXTVSGIWWMRKERHUYEPMXEXMZIUYEPMX]GSRXVSP
,S[IZIVTSWXTVSGIWWMRKERHUYEPMXEXMZIUYEPMX]GSRXVSPEVIRSXTIVJSVQIHSRIZIV]EYHMS½PI
in a SIP, but only a percentage. This posed a problem, as the current PREMIS implementation
MRGPYHIHERIZIRXJSVXLIIRXMVITEGOEKIRSXJSVIEGLMRHMZMHYEP½PI[LMGLQEHIMXHMJ½GYPXXS
MRHMGEXI[LEXIZIRXETTPMIHXS[LMGL½PI8LIXIEQHIGMHIHXSRSXFVIEOJVSQXLMWGSRZIRXMSR
Instead, a FileList extension schema, which had been developed for use in the HathiTrust book
TEGOEKIW[EWIQTPS]IHMRXLI46)1-7QIXEHEXEXSMRHMGEXI[LMGL½PIWMRXLI%-4LEHYRHIVKSRIETEVXMGYPEVIZIRX-JRS*MPI0MWXMWTVIWIRXMRERIZIRXXLIIZIRXETTPMIWXSIEGL½PIMRXLI
AIP. Using this FileList extension allows us to assign an event, such as qualitative quality control,
XSSRP]XLI½PISV½PIWXS[LMGLXLIIZIRXETTPMIWVEXLIVXLERXSEPPXLI½PIWMRXLITEGOEKI%R
example PREMIS event using the FileList extension is below:































<PREMIS:event>
 35(0,6HYHQW,GHQWLÀHU!
  35(0,6HYHQW,GHQWLÀHU7\SH!UM35(0,6HYHQW,GHQWLÀHU7\SH!
  
35(0,6HYHQW,GHQWLÀHU9DOXH!PDQXDOTXDOLW\FRQWURO
35(0,6HYHQW,GHQWLÀHU9DOXH!
 35(0,6HYHQW,GHQWLÀHU!
 35(0,6HYHQW7\SH!PDQXDOTXDOLW\FRQWURO35(0,6HYHQW7\SH!
 35(0,6HYHQW'DWH7LPH!735(0,6HYHQW'DWH7LPH!
 35(0,6HYHQW2XWFRPH,QIRUPDWLRQ!
  35(0,6HYHQW2XWFRPH'HWDLO!
  
35(0,6HYHQW2XWFRPH'HWDLO1RWH!ÀOHVPDQXDOO\UHYLHZHG

GXULQJTXDOLW\FRQWUROSURFHVV
35(0,6HYHQW2XWFRPH'HWDLO1RWH!
  
35(0,6HYHQW2XWFRPH'HWDLO([WHQVLRQ!
  

+7ÀOH/LVWVWDWXV µUHYLHZHGµ>
  


+7ÀOH!DPZDY+7ÀOH!
  


+7ÀOH!DPZDY+7ÀOH!
  


+7ÀOH!SPZDY+7ÀOH!
  


+7ÀOH!SPZDY+7ÀOH!
  

+7ÀOH/LVW!
  
35(0,6HYHQW2XWFRPH'HWDLO([WHQVLRQ!?
  35(0,6HYHQW2XWFRPH'HWDLO!
 35(0,6HYHQW2XWFRPH,QIRUPDWLRQ!
 35(0,6OLQNLQJ$JHQW,GHQWLÀHU!
  
35(0,6OLQNLQJ$JHQW,GHQWLÀHU7\SH!$JHQW,'35(0,6OLQNLQJ$JHQW
,GHQWLÀHU7\SH!
  
35(0,6OLQNLQJ$JHQW,GHQWLÀHU9DOXH!UM35(0,6OLQNLQJ$JHQW,GHQW
LÀHU9DOXH!
  35(0,6OLQNLQJ$JHQW5ROH!H[HFXWRU35(0,6OLQNLQJ$JHQW5ROH!
 35(0,6OLQNLQJ$JHQW,GHQWLÀHU!
 35(0,6OLQNLQJ$JHQW,GHQWLÀHU!
  
35(0,6OLQNLQJ$JHQW,GHQWLÀHU7\SH!WRRO35(0,6OLQNLQJ$JHQW,GHQ
WLÀHU7\SH!
  
35(0,6OLQNLQJ$JHQW,GHQWLÀHU9DOXH!:DYH/DE35(0,6OLQNLQJ
$JHQW,GHQWLÀHU9DOXH!
  
35(0,6OLQNLQJ$JHQW5ROH!VRIWZDUH35(0,6OLQNLQJ$JHQW5ROH!
 35(0,6OLQNLQJ$JHQW,GHQWLÀHU!
</PREMIS:event>
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%JXIVXLI½REPHIGMWMSRWVIKEVHMRKXLIZEVMSYWQIXEHEXE[IVIQEHIE1)87GVIEXMSRTVEGXMGI
document was created to outline how to include and locate the metadata in the METS. For
example, the descriptive and technical metadata are stored in the same directory as the audio
½PIW8LI TVIWIVZEXMSR QIXEHEXE GSQIW JVSQ QYPXMTPI WSYVGIW 1IXEHEXE EFSYX XLI GETXYVI
IZIRXMWTYPPIHJVSQTEVXMGYPEV½IPHWMRXLIZIRHSVWYTTPMIHXIGLRMGEPQIXEHEXEERHSVXLI½PI
LIEHIV1IXEHEXEHSGYQIRXMRKXLI½\MX]GLIGOERHQIWWEKIHMKIWXGEPGYPEXMSRIZIRXWSVMKMREXI
in the programs that run those events. Qualitative quality control is documented in a tab-delimited spreadsheet that is stored in the directory, while validation and ingest event metadata
is generated during the ingest process.
Based on this METS creation practice document, a process was developed to pull together
the metadata supplied by the vendor, the descriptive information from the Library database,
and the preservation metadata to create a HathiTrust METS document for audio. As the creation of the HathiTrust METS for book packages is automated, the audio METS needed to be
EW[IPPMRSVHIVXS½XMRXSXLI[SVO¾S[%PPQIXEHEXEMWWXSVIHMRXLIWEQIHMVIGXSV]EWXLI
GSQTPIXIHZIRHIHHMKMXEPEYHMS½PIWERHXIGLRMGEPQIXEHEXE8LIQIXEHEXEMWYWIHXSTSTYPEXI
a boilerplate HathiTrust METS document during the ingest process. Likewise, the creation of
XLI46)1-7QIXEHEXEMWEYXSQEXIHERHYWIWXLIQIXEHEXEJSYRHMRXLIEYHMS½PILIEHIVSV
the vendor-supplied METS document.
The validation of the audio packages was modelled after what was currently in place for text, in
order to take advantage of the expertise and existing technical infrastructure. HathiTrust was
already using the JSTOR Harvard Object Validation Environment (JHOVE) output to validate
½PIGLEVEGXIVMWXMGWMRGPYHMRKMRJSVQEXMSRJVSQXLI½PILIEHIV(YVMRKXLIEYHMSZEPMHEXMSRTVSGIWW.,3:)HEXEMWSYXTYXMR<108LMWHEXEMWYWIHXSZEPMHEXI½PIGLEVEGXIVMWXMGWERHIRWYVI
XLEXXLI½PIMW[IPPJSVQIHERHZEPMH%WETEVXSJXLMWTVSGIWW.,3:)SYXTYXWQIXEHEXEJVSQ
XLIFI\XLIEHIVSJXLI&;*½PIEW[IPPEW%)7QIXEHEXEEFSYXXLIHMKMXEPEYHMS½PIMR<10
[LMGLZEPMHEXIWXLIQIXEHEXEMRXLI1)87½PIEKEMRWXXLIQIXEHEXEWXSVIHMRIEGLEYHMS½PI
This also allows for the opportunity to ensure that the package matches our technical speci½GEXMSRW;LMPIERI[ZEPMHEXMSRTVSGIWWHMHLEZIXSFIHIZIPSTIHETTP]MRKXLIWEQITLMPSWSphies and approaches from text to audio materials provided a measure of continuity between
XLIX[SJSVQEXW8LIZEPMHEXMSRWTIGM½GEXMSRWGERFIJSYRHMR%TTIRHM\%
Lessons learned
Building strict repository validation and ingest routines is important, but can make ingesting
RI[GSRXIRXX]TIWHMJ½GYPX8V]MRKXS½XRI[GSRXIRXERHHEXEJSVQEXWMRXSXLIWEQIQSHIPW
XLEXEPVIEH]I\MWXGERTVIWIRXWIZIVEPGLEPPIRKIW-XMWMQTSVXERXXS½RHEFEPERGIFIX[IIRXLI
needs of the repository and the needs of the particular collection, content, and format. Current
practice for one format may not necessarily be sound preservation practice for another.Trying
XS½XEPPX]TIWSJGSRXIRXMRXSEWMRKPIWXVMGXQIXLSHSVVSYXMRIQE]TVSZIHIXVMQIRXEPJSV
other formats or content types.
If community standards for a particular media type are not fully developed, making decisions on
LS[XSGSVVIGXP]TVIWIVZIXLIGSRXIRXGERFIHMJ½GYPX%W,EXLM8VYWXMWHIWMKRIHXSFIEPSRK
term preservation repository, its policies and procedures related to digital images have been
MRJSVQIHF]WXERHEVHWXLEXLEZIFIIRVI½RIHSZIVQER]]IEVWEPSRK[MXLXLII\TIVMIRGIWSJ
a large number of earlier projects. As standards for digital audio are not as accepted and there
EVIJI[IVTVSNIGXWXSYWIEWI\EQTPIWMXMWQSVIHMJ½GYPXXSQEOIEWXVSRKEVKYQIRXJSVSV
against particular preservation strategies and policies.
It is important to make access a vital part of the planning process when developing a digitization project.As the HathiTrust repository was primarily developed to support text and images,
there was no expertise in delivering streaming audio content via the repository web interface.
%W'(WWEXMW½IHXLIEGGIWWTSVXMSRSJXLMWTMPSXTVSNIGXHIZIPSTMRKEREGGIWWW]WXIQ[EWTYX
on hold. As there was not a clear idea of what streaming audio access in the repository would
PSSOPMOIMX[EWSJXIRHMJ½GYPXXSGSQIXSEHIGMWMSRSR[LEXRIIHIHXSFIGSPPIGXIHSVOITX
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because the contents of the Dissemination Information Package (DIP) were unknown. Initially,
access to the audio in the repository may be a simple descriptive metadata record displayed to
the user (similar to what exists for text and images) accompanied by a message that the item
GERFIPMWXIRIHXSEXXLISVMKMREXMRKPMFVEV]EPSRK[MXLEPMROXSXLI½RHMRKEMHWSXLIYWIVGER
view more of the collection to which the item belongs.

Metadata
Type

Element/
Attribute

Required or
Recommended
Value

Validation
Recommendations

%)7<&

analogDigitalFlag

ANALOG, PHY_DIGITAL,
FILE_DIGITAL,

validate that the analogDigMXEP*PEKZEPYIMRE½PI W.,3:)
output matches the value in
XLEX½PI W XIGL1("WIGXMSR
-R WSYVGI1("EREPSK(MKitalFlag must be ANALOG
920)77 EIWJSVQEX"!(%8
or CD, then
EREPSK(MKMXEP*PEK!4,=7C
(-+-8%0

Large-scale digital audio preservation requires different resources than large-scale digital image
TVIWIVZEXMSR8LIWIVIWSYVGIWMRGPYHIVIWIEVGLMRKERHHIZIPSTMRKRI[HMKMXM^EXMSRWTIGM½GEtions and metadata standards; developing a RFP to send to outside vendors; purchasing new
hardware for internal digitization or quality control; hiring new staff or training existing staff; allocating larger amounts of hard drive space; and developing new methods for ingest, validation,
storage, and access. As the capture of audio is done in real-time, as is any manual, qualitative
UYEPMX]GSRXVSPXLEXMWTIVJSVQIHSRXLIHMKMXEPEYHMSWMKRM½GERXEQSYRXWSJWXEJJ[SVOMRKLSYVW
must also be incorporated into the budget.
We don’t even know if any of this works yet! Implementing new policies and technical procedures is not a straightforward task, and therefore takes some time. Even with a large amount of
research, discussion, and development talent, issues that compromise the preservation viability
of the digital audio packages may arise in the near or long-term. Pilot projects can be risky, even
with the best intentions and the strongest talent behind them.

format

8LI EIWJSVQEX"MRIEGL
XIGL1("WIGXMSRQYWX
QEXGLXLI EIWJSVQEX"JVSQ
the JHOVE output for each
½PI8LIVIMWRSVIUYMVIHZEPYI
MR WSYVGI1("WIGXMSRWFYX
must exist and contain data.

Conclusion
The pilot audio digitization project posed several challenges that could not always be solved
F]HIZIPSTMRKWTIGM½GEXMSRWFEWIHSRGSRZIRXMSRWJSVXI\XYEPQEXIVMEPW,S[IZIVMX[EWLIPTful to look to repository convention for guidance and modeling when making decisions about
preservation package structure, metadata, validation, and ingest. Ideally, the work done for
this pilot will provide a model for the ingest of digital audio content from other HathiTrust
partners into the repository, and provide a framework for introducing other time-based media
formats into the repository.

audioDataEncoding

4'1EYHMSMRMRXIKIVJSVQEX
SV4'1

ZEPMHEXIXLEXXLMW½IPHI\MWXW
MR XIGL1("WIGXMSRW[LIVI
EREPSK(MKMXEP*PEK!*-0)C
(-+-8%0ERHQEXGLIW
.,3:)SYXTYXJSVXLEX½PI

useType

YWI8]TI"VIWXVMGXMSRW
ORIGINAL_MASTER,
PRESERVATION_MASTER,
PRODUCTION_MASTER

;MXLMRER] XIGL1("WIGXMSRMJ EIWTVMQEV]-HIRXM½IV"
LEWEQTVI½\XLIR
YWI8]TI"QYWXFI
PRESERVATION_MASTER. If
TVMQEV]-HIRXM½IV"LEWTQ
TVI½\XLIR YWI8]TI"QYWX
be PRODUCTION_MASTER.
;MXLMRER] WSYVGI1("
WIGXMSR YWI8]TI"QYWXFI
ORIGINAL_MASTER

TVMQEV]-HIRXM½IV

½PIREQIMRFEVGSHIXVEGO[EZ
format: 39015087083500/
am000001.wav

Validate that all
EIWTVMQEV]-HIRXM½IV"ZEPYIW
MR XIGL1("WIGXMSRWI\MWX
EW½PIREQIWMRXLIHMVIGXSV]
ERHXLEXEPP[EZ½PIREQIW
in the directory exists as
EIWTVMQEV]-HIRXM½IV"ZEPYIW

checksumValue

must exist and contain data

ZEPMHEXIEKEMRWXWYFQMXXIH½PI

checksumKind

md5

validate that value is md5

numChannels

no required value

validate that
EIWRYQ'LERRIPW"ZEPYI
from the JHOVE output
JSVEKMZIR½PIQEXGLIWXLI
EIWRYQ'LERRIPW"ZEPYIMR
XLEX½PI W XIGL1("

%TTIRHM\%:EPMHEXMSRWTIGMßGEXMSRW
Metadata
Type

FI\X"

Element/
Attribute

Required or
Recommended
Value

Validation
Recommendations

description

Item number from collection

validate that exists and contains data

originator

University of Michigan Library

validate that value is
9RMZIVWMX]SJ1MGLMKER
0MFVEV]

originatorReference

½PIREQI FEVGSHIXVEGO[EZ

validate that this is in correct
JSVQEXZEPMHEXIXLEXE½PI
with this name exists in directory, and that a primaryIdenti½IV[MXLXLMWZEPYII\MWXWMR
METS document supplied by
the vendor.)

originationDate

yyyy-mm-dd

validate that exists and contains data

codingHistory

none required

validate that exists and contains data
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ARTICLE

Metadata
Type

Element/
Attribute

Required or
Recommended
Value

Validation
Recommendations

sampleRate

96000, unless original format
is DAT or CD, then sampleRate should match that of original object

-J WSYVGI1(" EIWJSVQEX"
is “CD” or “DAT”, then
XIGL1(" EIWWEQTPI6EXI"
must have the same
ZEPYIEW WSYVGI1("
EIWWEQTPI6EXI"3XLIV[MWI
XIGL1(" EIWWEQTPI6EXI"
must be 96000. Also, match to
IEGL½PI W.,3:)SYXTYXXS
IRWYVIXLEX½PIHSIWMRJEGX
have the properties indicated
in the METS

24, unless original format is
DAT or CD, then bidDepth
should match that of original
object

-J WSYVGI1(" EIWJSVQEX"
is “CD” or “DAT”, then
XIGL1(" EIWFMXHITXL"
must have the same value as
WSYVGI1(" EIWFMXHITXL"
Otherwise,
XIGL1(" EIWFMX(ITXL"
must be 24. Also, match to
IEGL½PI W.,3:)SYXTYXXS
IRWYVIXLEX½PIHSIWMRJEGX
have the properties indicated
in the METS

bitDepth

THE UK SOUNDMAP: AN AUDIO CROWDSOURCING EXPERIMENT
Richard Ranft, Head of Sound & Vision,The British Library
Paper presented at the IASA-AMIA 2010 Conference, Philadelphia, USA
Why a sound map?
Certain kinds of sound collections are amenable to presentation online using a map interface.
Plotting the geographical position of recordings on a map gives a visually attractive and intuitive way to compare and group neighbouring recordings and may be a better alternative to
text-based search and browsing. For example, many of the 3.5 million recordings in the British
Library’s sound collections contain geospatial data: locations where recordings were actually created, music or dialect origins, or place-names referenced to in the metadata. In 2001
the British Library launched Listen to Nature,19 a website showcasing 400 nature sounds from
around the world from its existing wildlife sound collections. The site uses static web maps
built by BL staff and is occasionally added to. In 2007 the Library created the Sounds Familiar
British dialects map,20 similarly designed and built in-house. Listeners may submit new dialect
recordings of their own by mailing them on CD to the British Library.The recordings are then
digitized and eventually added to the Sounds Familiar web map. Our Archival Sound Recordings
website, launched in 2007, makes extensive use of interactive maps21 to show the locations of
music, environment, oral history and dialect recordings that can be played directly from the
map interface. Additional recordings are added from time to time to the maps. However, none
of the aforementioned websites allow direct, real-time upload and interaction by contributing
recordists. That has become a more recent phenomenon of a participatory culture, shown
E\WKHÁRXULVKLQJQXPEHURIZHEPDSVWKDWDUHXSGDWHGE\WKHJHQHUDOSXEOLFPDQ\RIWKHP
using the Google Maps API.22 Examples include Radio Aporee,23 launched in 2006, which allows
anyone to upload geotagged environmental sounds worldwide under a Creative Commons
License; and there are now numerous other websites of sound maps of Montreal, Berlin, Seoul,
Barcelona and other cities.
An acoustic survey of Britain using geotagged sound samples
,Q  %ULWLVK /LEUDU\ VRXQG DUFKLYH VWDII EHJDQ WHVWV IRU D QHZ NLQG RI ÀHOG UHFRUGLQJ
project to aggregate user-generated digital audio content using mobile phones. Named the
UK SoundMap, the project represents a radical departure from the more traditional, curatorled professional archival practices we were used to. Hitherto, these involved a drawn-out
sequence, beginning with acquisition, then professional accessioning, cataloguing, preservation
and eventually, if funding and copyright terms allow, online access. The UK SoundMap instead
XVHVDQLQIRUPDOFRPPXQLW\RIJXLGHGEXWXQWUDLQHGPRELOHSKRQHXVHUVDQGÀHOGUHFRUGLVWV
to capture and describe their environmental sounds, then enable near-instant public sharing on
a dedicated website: in effect, contributors as curator-publishers.
The initiative arose when one of our curators, Isobel Clouter, secured seed funding via the
Noise Futures Network,24 an interdisciplinary network of UK academics, urban planners,
sound artists and noise pollution experts interested in Britain’s acoustic landscape who need
large audio datasets for research. The project aim is to create an acoustic snapshot of the UK
LQ  XVLQJ ORZFRVW WHFKQRORJLHV WR DUFKLYH D VLJQLÀFDQW ERG\ RI DXGLR GDWD DURXQG
UHFRUGLQJVRIVXIÀFLHQWTXDOLW\VRWKDWLWFDQEHDQDO\VHGE\WKH1RLVH)XWXUHV1HWZRUN
and other researchers. Sounds that are likely to disappear from our environments, including everyday noises that are often overlooked in archival acquisition programmes, are being

19
20
21
22
23
24
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www.bl.uk/listentonature
www.bl.uk/soundsfamiliar
http://sounds.bl.uk/Maps.aspx
See for example http://googlemapsmania.blogspot.com/
http://aporee.org/maps/
http://www.noisefutures.org/
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